Parking policy reforms that give developers greater control over parking amounts or limit the amount of parking built can serve to lower project costs and may allow funds to be devoted to community benefits or revenue-generating project amenities.

While some developers, lenders, and investors view parking as a value-add, others cite the high cost of providing it and work to limit parking to improve a project's financial performance.

**Financial Implications of Parking Provision on Development**

- **Parking usage is going down:** Models predict a reduction in overall parking demand between 10 and 40 percent over the next few decades.¹

- **Parking is a significant expense for developers:** Parking can represent 10 to 18 percent of typical building development costs.² This can make parking the single most expensive budget item in a project pro forma.

- **Building less parking can lower development costs:** For a Los Angeles shopping center, it was estimated that parking would increase construction costs by 67 percent for an above-ground garage and by 93 percent if parking were placed underground.³
Case Study: Shared, Unbundled Parking at the Coloradan

The Coloradan is a 19-story mixed-use development in downtown Denver with 334 for-sale residences and 22,000 square feet of ground-floor retail space. The project, developed by East West Partners with equity partner Ascentris, exclusively features shared and unbundled parking, meaning that parking spaces are not sold with homes. Instead, residents have the right to lease spaces in a garage managed by a separate parking management company on a month-to-month or longer-term basis and all parking is unassigned.

Katie Blum, director of real estate development at East West, explains, "The cost of parking was not built into the cost of the homes, making residences less expensive by at least $50,000. This means that owners pay less if they don't want a parking lease."

Blum continues, "Owners have really valued the flexibility. They can add or subtract parking spaces as their lives and preferences change. For example, they can add spaces for family members, guests, and others who come to their home often, or dial down to as little as they need. The parking leases can be adjusted month to month. This unbundled model also allows for more visitor parking in the garage."

East West believes that shared, unbundled parking at the Coloradan has been a success. The parking arrangement caused no issues with securing financing for the project, and 100 percent of the units were sold less than a year after construction was completed in 2019. Learn more here.

---

National Average Construction Costs per Parking Space*

- $34,000 Underground
- $24,000 Above ground
- $10,000 Surface

---
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